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The Arsenal  Wrench Roll Up helps protect, organize and carry your
tools. With 14 pockets of varying sizes, this wrench wrap can secure and
store not only your wrenches, but also other tools of similar sizes like
painting supplies or wild game cutlery.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION, EASY TRANSPORT
The wrench organizer is constructed out of a water resistant heavy-duty
1680D ballistic polyester material with heavy-gauge nylon stitching.  To
safely secure and transport, the wrench holder has two tie straps for a
convenient way to close and transport tools. The ties can then be used to
easily carry.

NO MORE SEARCHING
You can lay it flat on your table top or use the nickel-plated grommets to
mount to your work station for easy access. At the top of each pocket
there is a blank white screen-printed strip to write in the wrench sizes so
you can easily keep track of them. The short wrench tool roll measures
26.5in L x 16.5in H (67cm x 42cm) and the tall wrench tool roll measures
26.5in L x 22in H (67cm x 56cm). Whether you’re a painter, carpenter,
mechanic, woodworker, or a weekend warrior, the Arsenal  Wrench Roll
Up will help you get the job done safely and smartly.

For more information, visit https://www.ergodyne.com/arsenal-
5873-polyester-wrench-roll-up.html

ARSENAL  5873 POLYESTER WRENCH ROLL
UP

14 graduated slots to fit most wrench sets

Nickel-plated eyelets to hang for easy access

Heavy duty material with durable water repellent for protecting tools

Simply fold, roll, and tie for easy transportation and to save space

Tall wrench roll dimensions -  26.5L x 22in H (67cm x 56cm)

Short wrench roll dimensions - 26.5in L x 16.5in H (67cm x 42cm)

ITEM # SIZE COLOR

13774 Tall Black

13775 Short Black

ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF: 1
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